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treat the appearanee of the Universe as an independent entity to be
illusory, leaving the question, as to how it appears so originated
in time and space, practically unexplained ; or, (B) if one must
seek an explanation of this apparently differentiated and isolated
universe, that explanation must be sought in some such conceptions1
as that of (1) the World, or (2) Emanation or Evolution, or (3) the
inscrutable power of the Eternal Being—tile Mdyd of the Veddnta
system.
By one or other of these, the Indian Vedantin has sought to ex-
plain the problem.
Rigorous Advaitins like Ga-ndapada and Shankar adopt the first
of these views. They leave unexplained how the universe has come
to appear as a differentiated reality; they attribute this appearance
to .Mdyd, the inscrutable power {atma shakti) of Brahma^ and say that
it has no reality independent of or apart from Brahma. Whatever
is, is all One—from Eternity—in an Eternal Now. There is no evo-
lution, no emanation, no causation, &c., &c., which are purely time
conceptions.2
But while adopting this view as being the most correct from a
philosophic standpoint, they do not reject any of the other views
which I have above mentioned. They freely accept the texts which
maintain them, as being necessary for the edification of people of varied
in.tellectu.al capacity. Shankar distinctly says that the explanations
therein suggested may be either true or metaphorical, although he
personally is inclined to the latter view. It may be, he says, that
" the Lord Omniscient, Omnipotent, the Great Conjuror, did, like
a conjuror, do all this illusion to facilitate explanation as well as com-
1 See Dvivedfs Mand. X7p. Introd. pp.
xxiv and xxviii, where  many of such
conceptions are stated and explained.
Of. also the  flp^f?flt5r^ relied
on by Shankar in his Vakya SudM.
2 See Shankar's Gloss on. Ved. Sutr.
11, 1, 9, 16, 35, 36; S.B.E., Vol. 34, pp.
311, 332, 360, 361; and Mandukva Up.
IV, 22, 4=6, 58, &c.
Cy. Veiteh "Knowing & Being," p. 21.
" All is one," cf. Bhag. Git. VII, 7, and
Brihat. Up. 11, 5, 15.
It is interesting to note that Lotze's
solution, is very similar to Shankar's ;
see Hegel's ' Phil. Be!.', pp. 33-40 and
 105, (no causation); p. 88 (no ema-
nation) ; pp. 91 and following (no pre-
lection) ; p. 125 (no production).
Of. a similar notion of Spinoza that the
Universe is not to be conceived as
arising or beginning to be; it is, and
from eternity it was (See ' Hist.
Pantheism,' Vol. 2, p. 322). Shankar
expresses the same idea by the term
AnUi Samsdra ( ST^TT^ WK1 )
As to modern Christian thought re-
garding the world in time and space
as a realisation of the pure unity of
thought in matter, see Edward Oaird's
£ EvoL Greek Theol.', Vol. 11, p. 241.

